Elearaning-Rainbow-3’s-Download
Dear CLEWS Families,
Thank you for your patience as we have been working together to adapt the CLEWS curriculum
to be able to bring it into your home.
The first part was D-RAL…Daily Acts of Learning…please continue to expand upon that.
(I borrowed this from “Random Acts Of Kindness”….RAK)
Some of you have shared your creative ideas for RAL.
Let’s continue to share these with all of us.
We now are including a video from your teacher, downloading worksheets, a list of ideas,
explanations, and some links to stories/activities on line. Thanks to the staff for input, and
especially to Ms. Whitney who is enhancing our website!
Love, Ms. Ronda, Mrs. B, Ms. Whitney, Ms. Melissa, Ms. Denise

WELCOME TO RAINBOW WEEK
You can wear a rainbow of colors or your favorite color.
Send a photo to your teacher.
RAINBOW ICE CREAM SCOOP-download
Many of you had been anticipating this rainbow ice cream scoop as you’ve seen it on the wall.
So here’s your chance.
Trace the 10. Here’s the rhyme.
“Ten’s a hero, First the one, and then the zero”
Color all the rainbow flavors.
Cut it out.
Save it! Soon you will be getting your other ice cream scoops in the mail.
Then you can lay them all in order and take a big lick.
THANK YOU GOD FOR RAINBOWS-download
Color the arches……red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple.
Hang on the refrigerator and then Save to show your teacher to be put into your End-of-Year
Book.
RAINBOW CATERPILLAR-download
Color the caterpillar, Rainbow colors. Color and cut out a leaf with your name.
Hang on the refrigerator and then Save to show your teacher to be put into your End-of-Year
Book.

1-10 CATERPILLAR-download
Color any color. Cut out each segment/circle.
Put the caterpillar back together by laying the numbers in order.
R.A.L.
• Use flashcards to help you learn numbers.
• Do a R.A.K.
• Play outside, weather permitting,
• Help your family prepare a meal!
• Wash those germs away.
• Sneeze/cough into our sleeve.
• Give big hugs!!!

